
Lion Gate Piers 
 
Hampton Court Palace 
 
 
Conservation project profile 
 
We’re carrying out cleaning and repairs to 
the stone masonry 
 
 
 
 

 
Why this project? 
 
The piers are most significant in evoking 
Wren’s original great scheme for a north 
approach to Hampton Court Palace, 
although built at a time (1699 – 1713) when 
the scheme itself had been abandoned.  
 
The Lion Gate is the most important 
monumental, independent and external 
creation both devised and built in the 18th 
Century. Intrinsically, it is a fine creation, 
and is certainly ‘à la Vanbrugh’ if not by the 
master himself. The piers extend 
approximately 9 metres in height and are 
surmounted by recumbent lions on 
cornices supported by fluted columns.  

 

 
 
 
 

What is the problem? 
 
Surveys have identified sections of spalled 
stone, most noticeable on one of the 
pilasters on the south elevation of the west 
pier where a section of stone has fallen off, 
behind which a corroded tie is visible. 
Other spalling has occurred on the 
pilasters and in various other locations 
particularly around the entablature at high 
level. This spalling is consistent with 
corrosion of the iron cramps behind. 
 
A number of horizontal and vertical joints 
in the stone work have also opened up 
allowing water ingress which in turn leads 
to moisture retention within the structure 
hastening the deterioration of iron cramps 
and the mortar bonding between the 
ashlar stone and the brick core.  
 
Repairs are therefore required to address 
these problems and the key will be to 
replace the sections of missing stone, keep 
the water out and replace the iron ties in a 
non ferrous material.   
 

 
 
 

 



What have we been doing recently? 
 
The project team have been developing 
the conservation strategy and schedule of 
works in liaison with English Heritage. 
 
We have carefully removed sections of the 
ashlar stone to take core samples to enable 
us to establish the condition of the piers 
brick core.  
 
We discovered that the brick core is stable 
on the middle and lower sections of the 
pier; however as suspected, the upper 
sections are suffering from moisture 
ingress and will require stabilising as part 
of the conservation programme. 
 
The removed sections of stone have now 
been replaced to ensure that the core is 
kept as watertight as possible.  
 
The SMC application has now been 
submitted and we are now finalising the 
specification and schedule of works so that 
accurate pricing schedules can be 
produced for tendering purposes. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

What have we discovered?  
 
Archive information reveals that among 
the ironwork finished by Tijou at William III’ 
s death, but not erected, was a pair of 
gates 18ft high with a finishing top about 
6ft high, valued at £400. These gates 
would be of a size commensurate with the 
piers.  
However, by March 1713/14, according to 
accounts, the gates had not been 
delivered, so the present ‘unsatisfactory 
substitutes’ had to go up in their place. 
 
 

 
 

When is the work happening? 
 
The conservation strategy is presently 
being developed between the project t
and English Heritage with project 
commencement programmed for 
September 2008. 
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Who is involved? 
 
Project Manager: Rob Umney, Historic Royal Palaces 
Architect: Gilmore Hankey Kirke Ltd. 
Engineer: Hockley & Dawson Structural Consultants 
QS: Huntley Cartwright 
Contractor: CWO Ltd 

 


